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Abstract 
This paper presents the kinematic design of a translational parallel mechanism (PM) named Vari-Orthoglide 

by means of the workspace superposition, according to the sub-kinematic chain (SKC) based PM composition 

principle. The main topological characteristics of the manipulator with two SKCs under study, such as the 

position and orientation (POC) characteristics, degree of freedom (DOF) and coupling degree are analyzed, 

which turns out that the coupling degree equals to 1, implying the partially decoupled motion. With the 

topological characteristics based kinematic modeling principle, a symbolic model of the kinematics is 

established to derive its symbolic direct and inverse kinematic solutions. Based upon the direct kinematic 

solution, the workspaces for the two SKCs can be efficiently found. Moreover, the singularity loci are 

identified for finding the singularity-free workspace, where a regular workspace is fitted as the task workspace 

as expected. The presented work shows an approach to design translational parallel mechanisms considering 

motion decoupling and regular workspace, applicable to other types of parallel mechanisms.

 

Keywords: translational parallel mechanism, coupling degree, sub-kinematic chain, singularity, regular 

workspace 

 

 

1 Introduction 
Parallel mechanism (PM) based robotics and 

machines have found their applications in many 

fields, thanks to the advantages of low inertia, high 

speed, light weight, isotropic performances, simple 

inverse kinematics, etc. In the robotic applications, 

such as, machining and pick-and-place operations 

(PPOs), the family of three-degree-of-freedom 

(3-DOF) translational parallel mechanisms (TPMs) 

is one of the most commonly used robot 

counterparts, which means that TPMs have 

significant potentials of industrial application. One 

of the most popular is the classical parallel Delta 

robot
[1][2]

, which has been successfully applied in the 

industrial PPOs in production lines
[3]

. Afterwards, a 

number of researchers reported different Delta 

mechanism variants by changing the type of 

actuated joints and the architectural layout of the 

chains
[4]-[9]

. Other types of translational parallel 

mechanisms have been extensively reported in the 

literature
[10]-[13]

, too. For instance, a class of typical 

TPMs consists of three UPU
1
 or PUU kinematic 

linkages
[14]-[17]

. Another approach to construct the 

TPMs is commonly to adopt the C-joint
[18]

 in the 

kinematic linkages, say 3-URC
[19][20]

, 3-PRC
[21][22]

, 

3-CPU
[23]

, etc. When the three linkages are arranged 

with a Cartesian configuration, i.e., the actuated 

joints located in three perpendicular planes, the 

TPMs can have the characteristics of completely 

decoupled motions and kinematic isotropy
[24]-[26]

. 

Moreover, the parallelogram (Pa, a.k.a, Π joint) 

structure is an important linkage to lay out TPMs, 

thanks to the unique translational output motion, for 

example, the Orthoglide
[27]

 and among others
[28]

. 

Besides, a comparative study between the linearly 

and rotationally actuated TPMs have been carried 

out to show that the rotationally driven robots has 

better dynamic characteristics, while the ones with 

linear actuation has larger workspace
[6]

.  

When the parallel mechanism is deployed in 

industrial application, the quality of the workspace 

                                                        
1 Throughout this work, U, P, C and R represent universal, prismatic, 

cylindrical and revolute joints, respectively. 
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that reflects the shape, size and presence of 

singularities is of primary importance in the PMs 

design
[29]

. Workspace based design can usually be 

solved with two different formulations, the first 

formulation aiming to design a manipulator whose 

workspace contains a prescribed workspace
[30]

 and 

the second approach being to design a manipulator 

whose workspace is as large as possible
[31]

. In 

practice, a task workspace with a regular geometry 

within the reachable workspace, such as sphere, 

cuboid, cylinder, etc., is an important measurement 

for the PM design
[32]-[36]

, whereas, the reachable 

workspace is generally irregularly shaped. Most of 

the exsiting TPMs have fully symmetrical 

topological architectures, which admits the existence 

of large regular workspace volume. On the other 

hand, the coupled input-output motion of those PMs 

leads to the highly nonlinear kinematic models, 

introducing the difficulties in the motion control and 

trajectory planning. Therefore, the design of new 

TPMs with the characteristics of decoupled 

kinematics is still one of the open questions.  
In this work, a coupled mechanism means that the 

relationship between input and output motion variables 

of the mechanism are coupled, introducing the 

difficulties in the motion control and trajectory 

planning. A decoupled mechanism means that the 

relationship between input and output motion 

parameters of the mechanism are fully decoupled, 

which will ease the motion control and trajectory 

planning
[37]

. While, a partially decoupled mechanism 

means that the relationship between input and output 

motion parameters of the mechanism are partially 

decoupled, which also ease the motion control and 

trajectory planning compared to the fully coupled 

mechanisms. The asymmetric architecture can ensure 

advantages of motion decoupling for mechanisms, 

but usually results in the irregular workspace due to 

the asymmetry. Henceforth, the focus of this paper is 

to design the translational PMs with asymmetric 

structure and large regular workspace.  

This paper combines the composition principle 

of PM based on sub-kinematic chain (SKC)
[38]

 and 

the superposition principle of sub-workspace 

determined by SKC units to design a 3-DOF TPM 

called Vari-Orthoglide, featuring asymmetric 

architecture with two SKCs as well as partially 

decoupled motions. The direct and inverse kinematic 

solutions of the PM were solved in a symbolic 

formulation. The corresponding workspace and 

singular configurations were analyzed to identify a 

cylindrical workspace free of singularities. The 

paper presents an approach to design translational 

parallel mechanisms and among others considering 

motion decoupling and regular workspace. 

 

2 Design method of parallel mechanisms 

based on POC and SKC 
 

2.1 Basic theory of topological structure design 

based on position and orientation 

 

2.1.1 Position and orientation set (POC) 

The POC equation of a PM
[38]

 is: 
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where  

 JiM - POC set generated by the i
th 

joint. 

 biM - POC set generated by the end link of i
th 

branch chain. 

 PaM - POC set generated by the moving platform 

of PM. 

2.1.2 DOF calculation of parallel mechanism 

The DOF calculation of a parallel mechanism is 

mathematically expressed as: 
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where 

F - DOF of PM. 

fi - DOF of the i
th 

joint. 

m - number of all joints of the PM. 

v - number of independent loops of the PM, and 

1v m n   . 

n - number of links.  

jL - number of independent equations of the j
th 

loop.  

1
i

j

b

i

M


I - POC set generated by the sub-PM formed 

by the former j branches. 

( 1)b jM  - POC set generated by the end link of j+1 

sub-chains. 

 

2.1.3 Mechanism composition principle and 
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coupling degree calculation based on SKC 

According to the principle of mechanism 

composition based on single-opened-chains (SOC) 

units
[38]

, any PM can be decomposed into a series of 

Assur kinematic chains (AKC), and an AKC with v 

independent loops can be decomposed into v SOC. 

The constraint degree of the j
th
 SOC,   , is defined 

by 
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In Eq. (5), mj is the joint number of the j
th
 SOCj; fi is 

the degree of freedom of the i
th
 joint (excluding local 

degrees of freedom); Ij is the driving vice number of 

the j
th
 SOCj; The meaning of 

jL
  is the same to the 

previous description. For an AKC, it must satisfy 

with the following equation
[38]

: 

0
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Sequentially, the coupling degree of AKC is defined 

by 

}min{
2
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where }min{
1





v

j
j  is decomposed into v SOC(Δj), 

thus, there can be multiple composition schemes, 

and (∑|Δj|) is the smallest. 

 

2.2 Design principle of mechanism based on SKC 

sub-workspace superposition 

For a fully symmetrical three translational PM like 

the Delta mechanism, the task workspace within the 

reachable workspace is often selected as a cylinder. 

However, for most asymmetric three translational 

PMs, the reachable workspace is usually in an 

irregular shape. In this work, a workspace-oriented 

approach is to be presented.  

Chablat et al. applied a modular design idea to 

design a 3-DOF PM for machining, and selected a 

2-PPa planar parallel mechanism with two 

translations and zero rotation (2T0R) as the 

sub-design module
[39]

. This module generates two 

translations in a plane, and then the end of the 

output member of the 2-PPa planar mechanism and 

the third branch chain are connected to the moving 

platform, in order that the moving platform obtains a 

rotation based on the two translations. Finally, a 

three-degree-of-freedom PM with two translations 

and one rotation output (2T1R) is designed. By 

integrating the previous approach of modular design, 

this paper proposes an approach of PM design based 

on the superposition of SKC-unit determined 

sub-workspace. In this approach, the final 

workspace is the common volume of all the 

sub-workspaces determine by each independent 

SKC, therefore, the PM to be designed can have not 

only expected workspace, but partially decoupled 

kinematics. 

Inspired by this design approach, this paper 

presents a method to design a translational PM with 

a regular workspace in the shape of cuboid. The 

basic idea is to design a PM containing two SKCs to 

achieve three translations output. The output motion, 

that is, a planar PM as a sub-module (first SKC) 

generates a two-translational output motion to 

produce a rectangular cross-section workspace, 

sequentially, by adding a third branch (second SKC), 

the planar rectangle is extended through translation 

to form a cuboid as the task workspace. 

 

3 Topological design of TPM 
 

3.1 Design of sub-parallel mechanism  

 

3.1.1 Design source of sub-parallel mechanism 
Topological design

[40]
 of the mechanism structure is 

carried out in two stages, namely, type synthesis of a 

PMs and its topological analysis of the PM. 
The planar parallel mechanism with output 

motions of two translations and zero rotation (2T0R) 

is firstly used as a kinematic module (SKC1), to 

determine a rectangular workspace in the plane. The 

POC set of the output link of the planar PM is 

expressed as 








0

2

r

t
. 

The 2-PPa PM
[39]

, as displayed in Fig. 1, is only 

composed of P- and R-joints. The mechanism has a 

symmetrical structure, and the topological structure 

of the left and right branches is exactly the same. 

The active joints at points P1 and P2 move along the 

rails, and the end point S is the output of the 

mechanism. It has a simple structure and various 

topological architectures, which is a perfect planar 

mechanism for generating two translational outputs. 

 

 

Fig.1 The diagram of 2-PPa planar parallel mechanism. 

 

3.1.2 Architectural simplification of 2-PPa PM 
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Since the end of one single PPa branch in Fig. 1 

already has two translation outputs, the other branch 

can be replaced by an unconstrained branch P||R||R. 

On the basis of Eqs. (2), (3), and (7), it can be 

proved that the main topological characteristics, e.g., 

the POC, DOF and coupling degree are same with 

the mechanism shown in Fig. 1. In this way, the 

structure of the mechanism is simplified as depicted 

in Fig. 2 to reduce the manufacturing cost.  

 

Fig.2 The alternative PRR-PPa planar parallel mechanism 

 

(1) POC set analysis 

The mechanism is made up of two single open 

chains connected in parallel, namely, 

SOC1：P1-Ra1-Rb1 

SOC2：P2-Pa2 

According to Eq. (1), the POC sets of the 

output links for branch 1 and branch 2 are given by 
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From Eq. (2), the POC set of the moving platform is 

derived as 
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(2) DOF analysis 

The mechanism contains only one independent 

circuit, namely 

}PPRRP{ 2a2b2a112 LOOP  

from which it is known that the number of 

independent displacement equations of the plane 

mechanism is 3L . Thus, the DOF of the PM is 

calculated as 

235
1 1
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(3) Coupling degree analysis 

It can be obtained from Eq. (5) that the constraint 

degree of this loop is 

032511

1

1

 


L

m

i

i If   

subsequently, from Eq. (7), the coupling degree of 

the parallel mechanism is 00
2

1
 . Therefore, 

the architectural simplified PM mechanism is 

selected as the sub-module mechanism (SKC1) 

which can provide two translation output motions. 

In Ref. [39], the 2(P||R||R) planar mechanism is 

used for machining, with the analysis of the effect of 

the arrangement of the prismatic joints onto the 

robot performance. The conclusions were drawn as 

that the workspace volume of the end-effector of the 

mechanism is constant, when the two P joints are 

arranged with perpendicular sliding axes, leading to 

the mechanism with a compact structure, a small 

inertia and a high payload capacity simultaneously. 

Accordingly, the modified planar PM is designed 

with perpendicular arrangement of the active joints, 

as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig.3 Modified PRR-PPa planar parallel mechanism 

 

3.2 Design of the overall translational PM 

According to the PM POC Eq. (2), the POC set of 

the moving platform of the mechanism is obtained 

by the "intersection" operation of the POC set at the 

end of each branch chain; and the algorithm of the 

"intersection" operation
[38]

 makes the end moving 

platform have three translational motion outputs, 

thus, the output link of each branch chain connected 

to the moving platform must have three-translation 

motion. Therefore, adding more kinematic joints in 

series at the ends of the two translational planar 

mechanisms can form a branch chain with three 

translational output motions. 

In order to increase the translational output of 

the end, a 4R parallelogram mechanism is connected 

in series at the end, and its POC set is 
 








 
0

1 ||

r

abcdt
; 

It can be seen from the POC Eq. (1) of the serial 

mechanism that the POC set of the end point S of 

the new sub-parallel mechanism formed with the 

two mechanisms connected in series is written as 










0

3

r

t
; So far, the first complex chain (Complex 

Chain, CC) has been designed, as shown in Fig. 4, 

noted as branch chain (a). 

For the second complex branch, we use the 

{P||R⊥(Pa)||R} branch (b) in Fig. 4, the POC sets of 

the output link contain three translations and one 
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rotation (3T1R). From Eq. (2), the POC set of the 

moving platform is 
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3

21
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r
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r
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Consequently, the expected three translational 

output motions of the moving platform is realized. 

Since this mechanism is similar to the 

Orthoglide parallel mechanism
[27]

, it can be regarded 

as a modified variant, named as Vari-Orthoglide, for 

which the CAD model is displayed in Fig. 5.  

 

 

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of Vari-Orthoglide PM 
 

 

Fig.5 CAD model of Vari-Orthoglide PM 

 

The topological architecture of the proposed 

Vari-Orthoglide PM, as depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, is 

described below: 

· The PM consists of two complex chains 

(Complex Chain, CC), namely (a) and (b) 

branches, which are connected together at both 

ends of the moving platform 1; 

· The branch chain (a) is composed of the 

sub-parallel mechanism designed in Sect. 2.1.2 

at the end point S, and a parallelogram 

mechanism ① which is perpendicular to the 

motion plane of the sub-parallel mechanism is 

connected in series to form the first hybrid 

Branch 1 (denoted as CC1). 

· The branch chain (b) consists of a prismatic 

joint P31 and a 4R parallelogram mechanism 

connected in series through a R-joint R32, and 

the end of the 4R parallelogram mechanism is 

connected to the moving platform 1 through the 

R-joint R33 to form a complex branch chain 2 

(denoted as CC2). 

· The active P-joints P11 and P21 are located in the 

same plane O-XY, with the moving axes parallel 

to X- and Y-axis, respectively, while the active 

P-joint P31 moves along Z-axis, yielding a 

Cartesian parallel mechanism. 

Henceforth, the proposed Vari-Orthoglide PM 

has the following advantages:  

· All the joints are revolute pairs except the 

actuated ones to ease the fabrication;  

· The mechanism has simple analytical solutions 

of direct and inverse kinematic positions that is 

beneficial to dynamic analysis, trajectory 

planning and control;  

· The motion of the moving platform along 

Y-axis is determined by active joints P11 and P21, 

due to its partially decoupled kinematics, to 

ease the control; 

· Each SKC module can be separately optimized 

or improved upon the design or application 

requirements. Amongst the previous advantages, 

the Orthoglide also has the first two aspects. 

 

3.3 Topological analysis of Vari-Orthoglide PM 

3.3.1 POC set analysis 

It is known from Eq. (2) that the POC set of the 

moving platform of the mechanism is obtained by 

the “intersection” operation from the POC sets of 

the two complex branches CC1 and CC2. Thus, the 

POC set of each branch is to be determined firstly. 

According to Eq. (1), the POC set of the output 

link in a single kinematic chain is deduced by the 

“union” operation, as a consequence, the POC sets 

of two complex branches CC are analyzed below 

(1) Select the position of point P on moving 

platform 1 as the reference point O’; 

(2) Determine the POC set of the output link in 

branch CC1. The topological architecture of branch 
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CC1 is depicted as 

}Pa)P||PaR||R(P{CC
(4R)

211312111  ①②  

Let the POC sets of the output link in the 

sub-parallel mechanism and 4R parallelogram 

mechanism be denoted by Msub and M2, respectively, 

one obtains 
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According to Eq. (1), the POC set of the output link 

in branch 1 can be expressed as 
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(3) Determine the POC set of the output link in 

the branch CC2. The topological architecture of 

branch CC1 is depicted as 

}R||)Pa(R||P{CC 33
(4R)

32312   

Hence, the POC set is derived as 
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(4) Determine the POC set of the moving 

platform. Based upon Eq. (2), the POC set of the 

moving platform is derived from the intersection of 

the two branches, namely,  
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which turns out that the output motion of the 

moving platform of the mechanism is a spatial 

translation.  

3.3.2 DOF analysis of the PM 

The mechanism can be decomposed into two 

independent loops connected in serial, thus, the first 

loop is the sub-parallel mechanism (SKC1) in branch 

1, namely, 

}P||PaR||RP{ 2121312111 LOOP  

and the second one is composed of the former 

sub-parallel mechanism and a sub-chain 

}P||R||)Pa(RPa{SOC 3132
(4R)

33
(4R) 

③① . 

(1) Determine the number of independent 

displacement equations of the first loop 

From Eq. (8), the number of independent 

displacement equations of the first loop is 3
1
L , 

therefore, the DOF from Eq. (3) is calculated as 

235
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fF   

which means that the output motion of the 

sub-parallel mechanism is a 2-DOF translations. 

(2) Determine the number of independent 

displacement equations of the second loop 

From Eq. (4), we have 
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(3) Determine the mechanism DOF 

From eq. (3), the DOF of the mechanism is  

34)(310
1 1
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fF   

To this end, the DOF of the mechanism is equal 

to 3, when the P-joints P11, P21 and P31 on the fixed 

platform 0 are selected as the driving joints, of 

which the output motions of the moving platform 

are spatial translations. 

3.3.3 Analysis of coupling degree 

The number of independent displacement equations 

of the two loops have been calculated in the 

previous section, respectively, namely, 31 L , 

42 L . Accordingly, the constraint degree of the 

two loops from Eq. (5) are calculated as 

032511
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Consequently, in accordance with Eq. (6), loops 1 

and 2 consisting of first and second SKCs, that is, 

the mechanism is composed of two SKCs with zero 

constraint degree. Now from Eq. (7), the coupling 

degrees of the two loops are both equal to 0, which 

yields 

0)0(
2

1

2

1

1

 


v

j

j  

Finally, it is verified that the coupling degree of 

the proposed Vari-Orthoglide PM is κ=0. 

 

4 Kinematic analysis of Vari-Orthoglide PM 
 

4.1 Parametric modeling of mechanism 

As the Vari-Orthoglide PM is designed based on the 

superposition principle of the SKC unit 

sub-workspace, its kinematic analysis can be 

accomplished with the single SKC unit. For 

convenience, the schematic diagram of the 

mechanism in Fig. 4 is reformed, as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig.6 Simplified Vari-Orthoglide PM schematic diagram 

 

For a better understanding, two side views for 

the branches chain CC1 and CC2 are shown in Fig. 7 

and 8, respectively. In Figs. 7 and 8, point Ai, i=1~3, 

represent the position of the three active P-joints P11, 

P21 and P31; B1 and B3 represent the positions of the 

R-joints R12 and R32, and B2 represents the midpoint 

of the connecting rod in the 4R parallelogram. 

 

  

(a)                      (b)  

Fig.7 Side views of branch CC1: (a) projection in plane 

XOY; (b) projection in plane YOZ 

 

 

Fig.8 Side view of branch CC2 in XOZ plane 

 

The reference coordinate frame (X, Y, Z) is 

built with the origin located at the intersection point 

of moving axes of active P-joints P11 and P21, where 

X- and Y-axes are parallel to the moving axes. The 

moving coordinate frame (x, y, z) is built with the 

origin located at point P, whose axes are parallel to 

those of the reference frame. Moreover, in branch 1, 

the link lengths are parameterized as A1B1=l11, 

A2B2=l21, B1C1=l12, B2C2=l22, C1S=l13, C2S=l23, 

ST=l4, TP=l5, and in branch 2, A3B3=l31, B3C3=l8, 

and C3P=l6. 

 

4.2 Forward and inverse kinematic analysis 

 

4.2.1 Forward position analysis 

Let suppose the joint variables of the three active 

P-joints to be cast in a vector  321 ,,   , the 

objective of forward position analysis is to find the 

position vector of reference point 
T

zyx PPPP ],,[  

on the moving platform with prescribed input joint 

variables. 

From Fig. 6, the position vectors of the active 

P-joints in the reference frame are expressed as 
TA ]0,0,[ 11  , TA ]0,,0[ 22  , TlA ],,0[ 373   (9) 

and the position vectors of points B1, B2 and B3 can 

be derived as. 
TlB ]0,0,[ 1111    

TlB ]0,,0[ 2122    

TllB ],,0[ 31373            (10) 

It is known from Section 3.3.3 that the 

mechanism is composed of two SKC1 and SKC2 

with zero constraint degree. With the method to 

solve the forward position problem
[44]

 based on the 

topological characteristics
[41]

, displacement analysis 

is carried out along with the two independent SKCs. 

(1) Displacement solution of SKC1 

To find the forward displacement of the first 

loop (A1-B1-C1-S-C2-B2-A2), namely, 

}PPSRRP{ 21
(4R)

1312111 
②

LOOP  

Thus, the Cartesian coordinates of points C1, S and 

C2 can be expressed in terms of Cartesian 

coordinates of point B1 below 
T

BB lylxC ]0,cos,sin[ 1211211    

T
CC ylxS ]0,,[ 1131   

T
SS lyxC ]0,,[ 232   

By making use of the geometric constraint 

C2B2=l2, the loop-closure equation is written as 

0cossin 321  FFF   

where 

121 2DlF  , 13111 llD    

122 2ElF  , 21223 llE    

2
22

2
12223 llEDF   

Let 



2
tan , one obtains 
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 1,arctan2
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3

2
2

2
11





 m

FF

FFFmF
  (11) 

(2) Displacement solution of SKC2 

Similarly, to solve the forward position of loop 

2 (S-T-P-C2-B3-A3) below 

}PaR||)Pa(R||P{SOC (4R)
33

(4R)
3231 

①③
P  

The Cartesian coordinates of point T can be 

expressed in terms of Cartesian coordinates of point 

S as below 

T
SSS lzlyxT ]cos,sin,[ 44    

Moreover, the Cartesian coordinates of point P can 

be expressed with those of point T. 

After the matrix operation, the forward position 

of the reference point P on the moving platform is 

solved as 















































cos

sincos

sin

4

5412

1312111

5

l

lll

lll

z

ly

x

P

T

T

T

   (12) 

Now the forward kinematic solution in Eq. (12) still 

contains an unknown variable β, thus, one more 

constraint equation from C3B3=l8 is added 

                   

with 

41 2HlK   

42 2JlK   

2
8

2
4

222
3 llJHGK   

where 

1312111 sin lllG    

7512 cos lllH    

3136 llJ    

Let t
2

tan


, variable β can be solved as 

1arctan2
23

2
3

2
2

2
11





 n

KK

KKKnK
   (13) 

Substituting Eqs. (11) and (13) into Eq. (12), 

the Cartesian coordinates of the reference point P on 

the moving platform can be obtained, which are the 

functions of the input motion variables as below 

 
 
 














3213

212

3211

,,

,

,,







fP

fP

fP

z

y

x

        (14) 

From the forward position analysis, it is found 

that the manipulator can have four solutions, 

corresponding to four assembly modes. Moreover, 

the Y-coordinate of point P is determined by the first 

two active P-joints, which corresponds to its 

partially decoupled motion.  

 

4.2.2 Inverse position analysis 

The inverse kinematics of the PM is to find the joint 

variables  321 ,,    with prescribed position 

vector 
T

zyx PPPP ],,[  of the reference point P on 

the moving platform 

Given the Cartesian coordinates of point P, the 

position vector of points T and S can be respectively 

expressed as 
T

PPP zlyxT ],,[ 5  

T
TTT lzlyxS ]cos,sin,[ 44      (15) 

yielding the position vectors of points C1 and C2  
T

SSS zylxC ],,[ 131  ， T
SSS zlyxC ],,[ 232    (16) 

Since the Z-coordinate of points C1 and C2 are both 

equal to zero, namely, 

0cos421  lPzz zCC  

thus, one obtains 

4

cos
l

Pz ，
2

4

1sin 











l

Pz      (17) 

By the same token, the position vector of point 

C3 can be derived from the coordinates of point P as 
T

PPP lzyxC ],,[ 63           (18) 

From the geometric constraints B1C1=l12, B2C2=l22 

and B3C3=l8, the kinematic constraint equations are 

obtained as 

     
     
     













0

0

0

2
8

2
33

2
33

2
33

2
22

2
22

2
22

2
22

2
12

2
11

2
11

2
11

lzzyyxx

lzzyyxx

lzzyyxx

CBCBCB

CBCBCB

CBCBCB

 

(19) 

which can be simplified as 















0)(

0)(

0)(

2
333

2
222

1
2

11

MN

MN

NM







        (20) 

where, 

2
12

2
45113111 )sin(;)( lllPNlPlM yx    

5                                                             

2
22

2
22345212 ;)sin( lPNlllPlM xy    

2
8

2
7

2
36313 )(;)( lPlPNlPlM yxz   

Solving Eq. (20) results in 

)1,,,;3,2,1(  jijii SzyxjiNSM  

(21) 

From Eqs. (17) and (21), it is seen that the 
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mechanism can have up to 16 solutions to the 

inverse position analysis, which associates with 16 

working modes. 

 

4.2.3 Numerical verification of kinematic model 

Let the geometric parameters (in the unit of mm) of 

the Vari-Orthoglide PM be set to 

210,240,95,70,170

,50,75,230,100

87654

23132212312111





lllll

lllllll
 

(1) Example of forward position analysis  

With the prescribed parameters, a CAD model 

is built with SolidWorks
TM

, and two sets of arbitrary 

input joint variables and positions of the moving 

platform are measured listed in Table 1 to evaluate 

the analytical model.  

 

 
Table 1 Two measured configurations of CAD model 

Configurations Joint variables MP position 

1 

ρ1=296.96 

ρ2=353.39 

ρ3=247.01 

x=-52.84 

y=-203.94 

z=-87.84 

2 

ρ1=287.14 

ρ2=315.63 

ρ3=261.28 

x=-61.38 

y=-246.37 

z=-73.18 

 

The analytical solutions of the moving platform 

positions corresponding to measured joint variables 

in Table 1 are given in Table 2. It is seen that when 

the sign m in Eq. (11) is negative, angle β does not 

exist. With the working mode m=+1 and n=+1 for 

the mechanism under study, the analytical solutions 

have a good agreement with the measured ones, 

which shows the validation of the analytical model 

for the forward position analysis. 

 
Table 2 Analytical solutions of the forward position 

Set m n No. x y z 

① 

+1 +1  1* -52.8420 -203.9380 -87.8313 

+1 -1 2 -52.8420 -78.0593 185.1623 

-1 +1 3 —— —— —— 

-1 -1 4 —— —— —— 

② 

+1 +1  1* -61.3825 -246.3730 -73.1715 

+1 -1 2 -61.3825 -75.8355 189.9392 

-1 +1 3 —— —— —— 

-1 -1 4 —— —— —— 

 

(2) Example of inverse position analysis 

As can be seen from Figs 6 and 7, the 

Y-coordinate of point S for a real mechanism must 

be greater than the Y-coordinate of point T to ensure 

the avoidance of mechanical collision. Therefore, 

the angle γ can only be in the range [0, π/2], which 

means that cosγ is always nonnegative, leading to 

the vanished 8 sets of solutions of the inverse 

position from Eq (17). Moreover, amongst the 8 

remaining sets of solutions corresponding to the 

assembly modes, only one configuration is feasible.   

In order to interpret the different assembly modes, 

i.e., solutions of inverse geometry, Fig. 9 shows 

different configurations when the reference point P 

is located at an arbitrary position. When the active 

P-joint is located in the positive coordinates in the 

reference frame (X, Y, Z), “P” denotes the 

configuration, conversely, “M” for negative 

coordinates. For instance, when the three active 

P-joints are located in the positive coordinate axes, 

namely, {Sx, Sy, Sz}=+1 in Eq. (21), such as the 

configuration depicted by PPP as shown in Fig. 9(a). 

Figures 9(b) to 9(d) depicts the configurations PMP, 

PPM and MMP, respectively. In these four 

configurations, only the PPP candidate is feasible. 

 

Feasible (PPP) Infeasible (PMP)

 

(a)                  (b) 

Infeasible (PPM) Infeasible (MMP)

 

(c)                  (d) 

Fig.9 Feasible and non-feasible configurations: (a) PPP; 

(b) PMP; (c) PPM; (d) MMP 

 

With the first moving platform position shown 

in Table 1, the analytical solutions for the inverse 

position analysis is solved in Table 3, which agrees 

well with the measure joint variables. After multiple 

verification of the forward and inverse kinematic 

models, the most feasible solutions to Eqs. (11) and 

(21) for the mechanism configuration are selected 

as: 

1,1,1  zyx SSSnm  

 
Table 3 Analytical solutions of the inverse position 

No. Type 1  2  3  
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 1* PPP 296.9622 353.3839 247.0022 

2 PPM 296.9622 353.3839 -112.6822 

3 PMP 296.9622 -94.3121 247.0022 

4 PMM 296.9622 -94.3121 -112.6822 

5 MPP -162.6422 353.3839 247.0022 

6 MPM -162.6422 353.3839 -112.6822 

7 MMP -162.6422 -94.3121 247.0022 

8 MMM -162.6422 -94.3121 -112.6822 

 

5 Singularity analysis based on SKCs 
The singular configurations of a robotic mechanism 

corresponds to the rank deficiency of its Jacobian 

matrix, which means that the manipulator reaches a 

singularity when the determinant of its forward (A) 

or/and the determinant of its inverse (B) Jacobian 

matrix is (are) equal to zero
[42][43]

. Thus, three types 

of singularities can be determined accordingly: 

· det(B)=0, the robot loses one or more DOF and 

reaches a serial singularity 

· det(A)=0, the robot gains one or more 

uncontrolled DOF and encounters a parallel 

singularity 

· det(A)=det(B)=0, the robot is in a configuration 

of mixed singularity. Here, we only focus on 

the first two types of singularities, as this Type 

of singularities can be obtained from the two 

previous ones. 

 

5.1 Singular configurations of SKC1 

From the previous section, SKC1 consists of loop 1, 

namely, 

}P||PaR||RP{ 2121312111 LOOP  

In order to solve the Jacobian matrix in SKC1, a 

position constraint equation is to be established. In 

this way, point S is the output point of the 

end-effector of SKC1. With known 
T

SS yxS ]0,,[ , 

the coordinates of points C1 and C2 are respectively 

expressed as 

T

SS ylxC ]0,,[ 131  , 
T

SS lyxC ]0,,[ 232   

Sequentially, the coordinates of points B1 and B2 are 

solved from equation (10). Through the rod length 

constraint 1211 lCB   and 2222 lCB  , two position 

constraint equations for the SKC1 can be obtained 

   
   






2

22

2

22

2

22

2

12

2

11

2

11

lyyxx

lyyxx

CBCB

CBCB
      (22) 

Differentiating Eq. (22) with respect to time, the 

relationship between the output speed 

T

SS yx ][1
  of point S on the sub moving 

platform 1 in SKC1 and the active input speed 
T][ 211    is obtained as 

011    BA         (23) 

with 















2222

1111

CBCB

CBCB

yyxx

yyxx
A ， 










22

11

0

0

g

g
B  

 1111 CB xxg  ，  2222 CB yyg   

Now the singular configurations of SKC1 can be 

found in terms of the two following types.. 

①Serial singularity 

When the serial singularity occurs, that is, 

det(B)=g11g22=0, which means that at least one of 

diagonal elements in matrix B is equal to zero. 

a)   01111  CB xxg  

That is, the x-coordinate of point B1 equals to that of 

point C1. This means that link B1C1 is perpendicular 

to the guide rail (I), as shown in Fig. 10. 

 

 

Fig.10 Serial singularity in SKC1 

 

b)   02222  CB yyg  

That is, the y-coordinate of point B2 is equal to that 

of point C2. In this case, link B2C2 is perpendicular 

to the guide rail (II), leading to the collinear 

parallelogram, which means that this singularity 

does not occur in practice due to the mechanical 

collision. 

 

②Parallel singularity 

For the convenience of analysis, matrix A is 

regarded as a matrix consisting of two row vectors, 

namely,  T21 eeA . When the parallel 
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singularity occurs in the mechanism, i.e., det(A)=0, 

vectors e1 and e2 are linearly dependent, namely,  

211 ee k  or 
22

22

11

11

CB

CB

CB

CB

xx

yy

xx

yy









 

which means that links 11BC  and 22BC  are 

parallel in the XOY plane, as shown in Fig. 11. 
 

 

Fig.11 Parallel singularity in SKC1 

 

5.2 Singular configurations of SKC2 

Similarly, SKC2 is depicted as,  

}P||R||)Pa(RPa{SOC 3132

(4R)

33

(4R)  ③①  

Analog to previous analysis, three position 

constraint equations for SKC2 is derived as 

   

     













2

8

2

33

2

33

2

33

2

4

22

lzzyyxx

lzzyy

xx

CBCBCB

TSTS

ST

(24) 

Upon which, the relationship between the output 

speed  TPPP zyx  2  of point P on the end 

of moving platform and the input speed 

 TSS yx 32    of the active joints in the 

SKC2 is expressed as 

022    DC         （25） 

where 





















333333

0

001

CBCBCB

TSTS

zzyyxx

zzyyC  

 





















3300

00

001

CB

TS

zz

yyD  

①Serial singularity 

From det(D)=0, serial singularity occurs when 

033  CB zz  or/and 0 TS yy . In such two 

cases, all the links in the parallelogram will be 

collinear, which means that the serial singularity will 

not occur in practice due to the mechanical collision.  

②Parallel singularity 

The forward kinematic singularity occurs in SKC2, 

when det(C)=0. Matrix C is regarded as a matrix 

consisting of three row vectors, namely,  

TC ][ 543 eee , thus, singularity occurs when 

the two vectors e4 and e5 are linearly dependent, 

namely, 

524 ee k  or 
TS

TS

CB

CB

xx

yy

xx

yy










33

33
 

which means that the projections of the links B3C3 

and ST in the XOY plane are parallel, as depicted in 

Fig. 12. 

 

 

Fig.12 Parallel singularity in SKC2 

 

In this section, singularity analysis is carried out 

analytically and graphically. Two types of 

singularities are identified, which will be integrated 

in the following section for the workspace analysis, 

in order to find the singularity-free workspace.  
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6 Workspace analysis based on SKCs 
According to the principle of SKC-based 

mechanism composition and superposition of 

sub-workspaces, the workspace of the mechanism is 

to be found by two steps: ①SKC1 generates the 

cross-section of the workspace; ②SKC2 extends the 

workspace cross-section to forms the 3D volume 

subject to the constraints of SKC1.  

 

6.1 Find the workspace determined by SKC1 

6.1.1 Constraints on workspace 

(1) Strokes of the active P-joints 

For the SKC1 sub-parallel mechanism, the 

active joints have a limited motion ranges as follows 

)2,1(,maxmin  ii        (26) 

where min and max represent the minimum and 

maximum strokes of the ith active P-joint, 

respectively, and 200min  , 600max  . 

(2) Motion ranges of the R-joints 

As shown in Fig. 4, all the passive joints of the 

SKC1 sub-parallel mechanism are R-joints. In this 

branch, the angle α show in Fig. 7(a) should be in 

the range [0, 180°] to avoid the collision between 

the joint Rc2 and the connecting rod R12R13. In 

addition, the angle γi in the parallelogram ② are 

subject to the following constraints 

maximin              (27) 

and 
30min , 

30max . 

(3) Mechanical collision among the links 

The mechanical collision may occur between 

the link R12R13 in the branch 1 and the link Rb2Rc2 in 

the branch 2, which can be evaluated by the distance 

of the R-joint R12 and link Rb2Rc2 below 

ddi                  (28) 

where di is the distance between the R-joint R12 and 

Rb2Rc2, and d=12. 

6.1.2 Workspace identification 

Since the mechanism has an analytic forward 

position equation, Eq. (14) can be deployed to 

identify the workspace and singularity loci. Figure 9 

shows the workspace determined by SKC1, wherein 

the two different areas correspond to the two 

forward solutions. The serial singularity loci appears 

at the workspace boundaries, while the parallel 

singularity loci form a curve to divide the two 

workspace regions.  

6.1.3 Task workspace 

For the application of parallel mechanisms, a task 

workspace is defined as a regular geometry such as 

square or circle for 2-dimention and cuboid or 

cylinder for 3-dimention, which is helpful for robot 

programming. Accordingly, the regular area 

300mm×300mm is identified as the task workspace 

as depicted in Fig. 13. Hence, the motion range of 

point S in brank SKC2 is expressed as 

160140  Sx ， 150150  Sy    (29) 

 

 

Fig.13 Workspace determined by SKC1 

 

6.2 Workspace determined by SKC2 

The workspace cross-section, namely, the project of 

the boundaries in XY plane, is determined by SKC1, 

while the dimension of the workspace along Z-axis 

will be determined by SKC2. 

6.2.1 Constraints on workspace 

(1) Stroke of active P-joint  

For SKC2, the constraints on the motion range 

include the output link of SKC1 expressed in Eq. (29) 

and the stroke of active P-joint 3  in SKC2 below 

max3min              (30) 

where 230min  , 570max  . 

(2) Motion range of R-joint  

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the R-joints in 

parallelograms ①  and ③  has the following 

constraint 

maxjmin              (31) 

where 
30min  and 

30max .  

(3) Mechanical collision 

With the previous constraints, mechanical 

collision will not occur between the hybrid branch 2 

and parallelograms in SKC2. 

6.2.2 Reachable workspace 

Subject to the previous kinematic constraints, the 

workspace determined by SKC2 as well as SKC1 is 
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shown in Fig. 14.  

Solution 2 of FKP Solution 1 of FKP

 

Fig.14 Maximum workspace by the SKC1 and SKC2 

 

By means of the Gröbner-based elimination 

method
[44][45]

, the serial and parallel singular loci of 

SKC2 can be identified with Maple
TM

, which are 

displayed in Fig. 15. It can be observed that the 

serial singularity loci forms a closed volume in the 

shape of cylinder, and the parallel singularity loci 

are located inside. Consequently, a singularity-free 

workspace can be selected accordingly.  

 

 

Fig.15 Serial (yellow surface) and parallel (blue surface) 

singularity loci of SKC2  

 

To depict the relationship between the 

workspace and singularity loci by SKC2, a 

combination of Figs. 14 and 15 is made as shown in 

Fig. 16. It is seen that the most volume of the 

workspace shown in Fig. 16 are bounded by the 

surface generated by the parallel singularity loci, 

which means that a large envelop can be found as 

the singularity-free workspace. 

 

  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
Fig.16 Workspace (pinkish) and parallel singular loci 

(blue) by SKC2: (a) isometric view; (b) side view normal 

to X-axis 

 

6.2.3 Task workspace 

Based upon the previous workspace and 

singularity analysis, Fig. 17 shows an internal 

cuboid with side lengths 280×200×180mm
3
 as the 

task workspace free of singularity. For a better view, 

the task and reachable workspaces are displayed in 

Fig. 18.  

 

 

Task workspace

 

Fig.17 Singularity-free task workspace inside the 

reachable workspace 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 
Fig.18 Task workspace inside the reachable workspace of 

SKC2: (a) isometric view; (b), (c), (d) side views 

 

The Vari-Orthoglide parallel mechanism is 

designed based on the superposition principle of 

sub-workspace determined by the SKC units. Figure 

19 shows the workspace cross-section with 

Z-coordinate equal to 0, which is determined by 

SKC1 under the geometric constraints. The overall 

regular workspace can be obtained by stretching the 

rectangle 280×200mm
2
 along bidirectional Z-axis 

with 180mm, respectively, which is the designated 

task workspace.  

 

Task workspace

Reachable 

workspace

 

Fig.19 Workspace cross-section with Z=0 

 

Conclusions 
In this paper, a new translational parallel mechanism 

named as Vari-Orthoglide is proposed. Based on the 

architectural topology analysis, it turns out that the 

coupling degree of the mechanism is equal to zero, 

which means the partially decoupled kinematics. 

The mechanism consists of two single kinematic 

chains to ease the forward kinematic modeling, 

leading to the analytical solutions. By making use of 

the forward kinematic solutions, the workspace of 

the mechanism corresponding to different assembly 

modes is found for the further performance 

evaluation. The advantages of the symbolic forward 

kinematics for workspace and singularity evaluation 

include: ① higher efficiency and precision to find 

all the possible positions of the moving platform 

subject to the motion ranges of the active joints; ② 

the mapping between the forward kinematics and 

workspace helpful to avoid singular configurations 

in the trajectory planning.  

Using the Gröbner-based elimination method, 

all the serial and parallel singular loci of the 

proposed mechanism are identified, from which a 

regular workspace free of singularity is selected as 

the task workspace with large volume. With the 

architectural topological characteristics analysis, 

workspace evaluation and singularity identification,  

this paper presents a step-design approach by 

integrating the kinematic decoupling and 

superposition of sub-workspace determined by the 

single kinematic chains, applicable to other types of 

parallel mechanisms. 
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